Abstract. Heterogeneous materials usually break through a process of microcracking that eventually leads to final rupture after accumulation and coalescence of many microcracks. The statistical properties of microcracking rupture have been known to resemble critical point statistics, with many of the physical quantities obeying power law distributions. However, there is no clear understanding of the origin of these distributions and of the specific values observed for the power law exponents. In this paper, we review the special case of polymeric foams that have the advantage of containing a single material component, the polymer, as opposed to usual heterogeneous materials such as composites. First, we review briefly the typical features of the polymeric foam mechanical response up to rupture that have been studied a lot previously. Then, we focus on a less-well-known aspect: the rupture dynamics of polymeric foams. We show that not only polymeric foams behave like other heterogeneous materials, i.e. they display power law statistics, but also, we are able to test the effect on the power laws of the following properties: the foam heterogeneity by changing its density, the foam mechanical response by changing its temperature and the mechanical history by comparing creep tests and tensile tests.
Introduction
To apprehend what causes the fracture of materials is a major challenge since fracture is abundant in nature, from earthquakes, to bridge collapses, to avalanches etc. It is then essential to wonder whether there are any precursors that could indicate the imminence of a complete breakdown in order to prevent it. The study of materials' fracture in sight of a better understanding of damage mechanisms and growth has indeed recently received a lot of attention in the physics community. In order to predict the exact moment of the failure of a material, a new approach has been considered: fracture can be viewed as a critical phenomenon. Interestingly, for some materials, as heterogeneous materials, fracture can be described as a clustering of microcracks, which is one important assumption of this new model. The fact that fracture of heterogeneous materials, such as rocks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , composite materials [8, 9, 10, 11] , cellular glasses [12] , plaster [13] , concrete [14] or paper [15, 16] , results from the coalescence and growth of microcracks has long been studied. It has been shown that time delays are generally observed in this case, realised as a process of accumulation and coalescence of microcracks and microdefects leading to the failure of a material.
An important property characterising systems in a critical state is the occurrence of power law distributions. Fracture precursors generate Acoustic Emission (AE): energy or amplitude of the signal and time intervals between two consecutive events are often characterised by power law distributions whose scaling exponents are materialdependent [4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16] . Scaling exponents have also been widely studied in other conditions as, for instance, in the case of sounds emitted during martensitic transformation, dislocation avalanches or dislocational plasticity [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , snow avalanches [24] and roughness of fracture surfaces of various materials [25] . A large-scale analogy is earthquakes: earthquake occurrence exhibits scaling properties [7, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . Their energies are described by a powerlaw probability distribution, the Gutenberg-Richter-law [26] . So are their temporal correlations and the distribution of the earthquake size is also a power law. Recently, it has been determined that several other statistical features of earthquakes, i.e. their spatial distribution, the rotation of their focal mechanisms, and the stress patterns which both cause and are caused by earthquakes, are also scale-invariant [30] .
Besides, numerous models have been proposed in order to better understand the statistical properties of fracture in heterogeneous materials. Most of them describe the vicinity of the critical point of rupture of a material submitted to an external load [31, 32, 33] . In those models, fracture is preceded with microcracks whose number and average size diverge close to rupture (critical point). The simplest of all the attempts is a model of fibers, introduced 40 years ago by Daniels [34] , with randomly distributed threshold strengths known as the random fiber bundle model [31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] . Other models have also been developed [27, 37, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] to analyse the fracture as a phase transition. For instance, according to Andersen et al. [37] , disorder in materials is a key point, assumed to largely affect the nucleation process of microcracks. The disorder is presented as a pertinent parameter inducing a tri-critical transition, distinguishing a scheme where fracture happens suddenly, without preliminary precursors to a second order scheme with characteristic precursors.
Such phenomenon of microfracturation is better observed with materials that have numerous points where microcracks can stop so that global rupture is not controlled by a single event (nucleation and growth of a single crack and no appreciable precursors). An appropriate tool to trace the damage of loaded materials through microfracturing process is certainly the monitoring of the acoustic emission (AE). To simplify the analysis of the signal, it seems appropriate to reduce the different possible sources of AE events. Therefore, for an easier understanding of fracture dynamics in heterogeneous materials, we have chosen to establish our study on simple materials. As simple materials, we mean materials composed of a single constituent. Indeed, the expected damage mechanisms of such materials may be linked to a reduced number of AE sources, essentially associated to the nucleation and propagation of cracks. Oppositely, the source mechanisms expected during damage growth in composites are numerous including matrix cracking, fiber-matrix interface debonding, fiber rupture and delamination [52, 53, 54, 55, 56] . Also, a will to study materials whose microstructural parameters can be easily adjusted appears: exploring the effect of various parameters on the fracture behaviour is indeed essential. Solid polymeric foams seem to be appropriate for such studies: their pores (heterogeneities) form termination points for the microcracks; temperature permits large changes in the stiffness of the matrix without changing the morphology of the foam; their density can be controlled through the manufacturing process.
Our focus will be placed on closed-cell polyurethane (PU) foams and porous epoxy resins, two simple materials composed of a single constituent. The PU foams studied are made of spherical cells that are closed and isolated from each others, therefore, they can be considered as porous [75] . Their density, degree of heterogeneity (pore size distribution) and mechanical properties can easily be changed, thus providing a broad range of parameters for the study of the fracture dynamics of this kind of materials. The density of the foam is a dominating parameter presented in the literature, it varies with the amount of voids introduced in the foam, the relative density being defined as the ratio of the material density ρ * with respect to the density of the material with no voids ρ s (ρ * /ρ s , varying from 0.3 to 0.84 for the PU foams we studied). Besides, thanks to a particle size analysis based on X-ray tomography images of the PU foams of different densities, we noticed an increase in pore diameter with porosity and that the higher the density the sharper the pore size distribution. Therefore, we consider a foam of higher density being less heterogenous and with less disorder (narrower pore size distribution). The mechanical properties of PU foams are altered by changing temperature over a wide range (from −65
• C to 50
• C): with decreasing temperatures, the polymeric foam exibits a transition from ductile to more brittle fracture (glass transition temperature
The temperature dependence of a polymeric foam is mainly determined by the matrix [76] . Porous epoxy resins present higher relative densities (0.7 and 0.92) and narrower pore size distributions, thus with less disorder. They present higher modulus, higher strength (uniformity of pore size is required for maximum strength [61] ) and a more brittle behaviour than PU foams at room temperature.
Little knowledge is available about the fracture behaviour of polymeric foams while extensive studies on the compressive behaviour have been carried out. Our goal is to supervise the deformation of polymeric foams up to macroscopic failure. Therefore, we will turn our attention to the mechanisms in tension. In order to explore the fracture dynamics of polymeric foams, we choose to study tensile tests at constant strain rate and creep tests subjected to constant tensile load since failure of the specimen is caused by the propagation and coalescence of cracks in these cases. Acoustic emission associated with the microfractures are monitored up to rupture. We record both the spatial and time distributions of acoustic emission emitted by a sample: each microcrack nucleation corresponds to a burst of energy that can be localised along the specimen by considering the difference in propagation time between two different detectors [77, 78] . We characterise the statistical properties of AE data, focusing on the distributions of energy ε and elapsed time between two consecutive events δt that are the main characteristics describing the rupture dynamics [77, 78] . We inspect the influence of several parameters on those distributions expected to be power law distributed: N (ε) ∝ ε respectively. N (ε) represents the probability to obtain AE events of energy ε and N (δt) the probability to obtain δt long time intervals.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we review the mechanical response of polymeric foams under compression, tension and when submitted to a constant load and we study the effect of various parameters influencing the mechanical properties. Section 3 presents an illustration of the microfracturing process by means of simultaneous AE and fast tomography experiment during a continuous tensile test: AE events are related to specific physical events. In sections 4, 5 and 6 we focus on the statistical analysis of the established fracture precursors being AE energy and time intervals between two consecutive events. Section 4 is dedicated to the effect of the loading history, namely tensile versus creep tests and the following study will be focused on creep tests. We study the influence of density and disorder in section 5 and in section 6, the intrinsic properties of the material (mechanical behaviour) on the distribution of energy and elapsed time.
Mechanical response of polymeric foams
The mechanical behaviour of polymeric foams has been attracting the attention of engineers and researchers. Their properties of interest include: low thermal conductivity, high specific modulus, high energy absorption capabilities, low density, thermal insulation, and low cost. Nevertheless, the microstructural features of polymeric foams (e.g., cell configuration, cell size, strut thickness, etc.) lead to more complexity in material property characterisation as compared to solid polymers. Accordingly, numerous parameters influencing the mechanical properties such as structure of the foam (open or closed cells), loading mode and rate, foam density, temperature, cell orientation (flow and rise-direction), solid polymer material, crack length, etc. have been considered. Extensive analytical and experimental work has been carried out to characterise the elastic and failure behaviours of polymeric foams under multiaxial loading [57, 58, 59 ]. Gibson and Ashby [57] reviewed the work of a number of other authors on elastic, visco-elastic, plastic yielding and creep responses of both open and closed cell foams. Depending on the nature of the solids from which they were made and on their relative density, foams could fail by several mechanisms, namely, elastic buckling, plastic yielding, brittle crushing or brittle fracture [58] .
Besides, the literature contains many attempts to predict the behaviour of these materials, mostly for low density foams. Several models [57, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66] are based on the assembly of geometric symmetric cells (rectangular prism, cubic...) and relate analytically elasticity and yield stress to the foam relative density. Additional approaches have been developed by extension of this kind of model to the non linear domain [67, 68] and constitutive models have also been developed [69, 70, 71, 72] often with the objective of implementation into finite element codes such as ABAQUS [73, 74] . Yet, we will not cover this wide domain in this paper.
Compressive behaviour
The compressive behaviour of polymeric foams has been especially widely studied: three phases of deformation are commonly observed [57] . The first phase is linear elastic response (due to cellular wall bending), where stress increases linearly with deformation and the strain is recoverable. The second phase is characterised by continued deformation at relatively constant stress, known as the stress or collapse plateau. The final phase of deformation is densification in which the stress rises steeply and where the foam begins to respond as a compacted solid. At this point the cellular structure within the material is collapsed and further deformation requires compression of the solid foam material. The mechanisms associated with the collapse plateau are different, depending on the properties of the cell walls [71] . For flexible foams, the collapse plateau is due to elastic buckling of cell walls. For rigid and brittle foams, plastic yielding and brittle crushing of the cell walls are the main failure mechanisms respectively.
Tensile behaviour
Under tension, the post-elasticity behaviour of a polymeric foam is controlled by cell wall alignment towards the loading axis and the stress-strain curve is ultimately truncated by either ductile or brittle fracture [71, 57] . Indeed, The primary mechanism governing foam deformation and failure during tensile tests is the bending of cell struts and walls [76, 79] . In the case of brittle foams, a crack nucleates at a weak cell wall or pre-existing flaw and propagates catastrophically, leading to a fast brittle fracture. In the case of elastic-plastic foams, like PU foams, an anelastic and plastic plateau is observed until final fracture. Some foams (as rigid polymeric foams) are plastic in compression but brittle in tension. This is because of the stress-concentrating effect of a crack, which can cause cell wall failure and fast fracture when loaded in tension, but which is less damaging in compression [57] .
Creep behaviour
The creep of a foam depends on that of the solid from which it is made [80] . At the simplest level, polymers may be linear viscoelastic, such that in a creep test the strain at any given time is proportional to the applied stress; the constant of proportionality is given by the time-dependent creep compliance. At large strains, or long loading times, many polymers become non-linear viscoelastic: the strain at a given time is no longer linearly proportional to stress. Under constant uniaxial tensile force, the behaviour of the polymeric foam follows the well-known primary, secondary and tertiary creep regimes [81] . The tertiary regime, showing large strains at an accelerating rate is terminated by rupture. A theoretical expression for describing the creep strain rate of foams was derived by Andrews et al. [82] from a cell-strut-bending cubic model proposed by Gibson and Ashby [57] . Both theoretical and experimental results indicate that the creep strain rates of foams are significantly affected by their relative density and the creep parameters of solid cell struts [83] .
Parameters influencing strength
The different local deformation mechanisms may be observed by means of different techniques such as X-ray tomography or digital image correlation [74, 84, 85, 86, 87] . For instance, in the case of in situ compression tests combined to X-ray microtomography on closed cell PU foams, Youssef et. al [74] observed mechanisms like bending, buckling and stretching in some location of the foams at small deformation and distortions of cells at higher deformation before a general collapse occurs. The effect of various parameters influencing the mechanical properties has been widely studied. In foams with closed cells (stiffer and stronger than those with open cells), stretching of the lamellae in tension is more effective in bearing stress than folding of the lamellae in compression [76] . In compression, the failure behaviour of low-density foams is dominated by the early collapse of large porous cells which triggers macroscopic fracture of the specimen, whereas high-density foams exhibit more uniform deformation, which results in ductilelike fracture mode under quasistatic loading. At high strain rates, high-density foams fracture at 45
• of the loading axis, reflecting a shear-dominated failure mechanism, whereas low-density foams exhibit random macroscopic fracture indicating that the failure behaviour is not shear dominated [88] . The foam stiffness, strength and strain to failure increase with density under quasistatic loading (tension or compression) [67, 76, 79, 88] . In anisotropic foams, strength and stiffness in the direction of elongated cells are higher than perpendicular to it [79, 76] . Polymeric foams are also sensitive to strain rate and temperature [71] . Subhash et al. [88] and Ouellet et al. [89] showed that some polymeric foams in compression, such as epoxy-based, expanded polystyrene and high-density polyethylene foams, exhibited increasing yield stress, collapse plateau and failure strength with increasing strain rate while the strain to densification and to failure decreases. These effects are enhanced with increasing material density. On the other hand, Ouellet et al. [89] highlighted an interesting stress-strain response under dynamic loading for PU foams: large scale fractures and ejection of material was noted at intermediate rates, leading to a reduction in collapse plateau strength compared to the low rate tests.
Experimental results on PU foams
In the following, we will turn our attention to the tension mechanisms in particular as we would like to focus on the fracture behaviour of polymeric foams, for which little knowledge is available. Fracture properties of polymeric foams have been mainly characterised in terms of fracture toughness [86, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94] , mostly for rigid PU foams. The fracture failure has usually been treated by the concept of linear-elastic fracture mechanisms [57] considering that the rigid polymeric foams studied showed a linear-elastic response in tension. The fracture toughness is found to be strongly dependent on the foam density, the nature of the solid polymer material and the level of polymer cross-linking [94] . Nevertheless, we will not develop this aspect of fracture behaviour of polymeric foams and we will concentrate on understanding the fracture dynamics through the study of tensile tests and creep tests, where failure of the specimen is caused by the propagation and coalescence of cracks.
We will now focus specifically on tensile and creep tests on polyurethane foams. Tensile tests at constant strain rates are performed on PU foams up to rupture: for all the relative densities, tests are performed at room temperature and for PU foams of 0.5 and 0.58 relative densities at different temperatures (50
. Creep tests at a constant load are also performed up to rupture on PU foams, in temperature. Note that the details of the materials processing, the experimental set-up and the recording of Acoustic Emission are given in [77, 78] . Figure 1 shows the effect of relative density and temperature on the mechanical behaviour in tensile test of PU foams. In coherence with the literature, Figure 1a illustrates the increase in strength and Young modulus with increasing density and Figure 1b shows the same increase with decreasing temperature. The dependence in temperature can also be linked to the rate dependance: a decrease in temperature is similar to an increase in strain rate ‡. Effectively, it has been observed that the initial slope and the maximum load increase with increasing loading rate [94] . Figure  1b highlights the transition in behaviour from ductile to more brittle with decreasing temperatures as shown by the disappearance of the plastic plateau at the moment of rupture. Below −20
• C, the tensile stress-strain curves show mainly an elastic response of the material, while above that temperature, they show also a stress plateau that corresponds to plastic flow of the material. When the breaking of the material occurs in the elastic part of the stress-strain curve, the rupture is said to be brittle.
An effect of temperature can also be seen when performing creep tests. The strain ‡ To obtain a similar viscoelastic and plastic behaviour, strain rate must be increase much more than the decrease in temperature (experimentally for PU foams, increasing strain rate of a decade corresponds to a decrease in temperature of about 4
• C).
of the sample in a creep test can be separated into two components: one elastic e and one plastic p so that the total strain is = e + p . The elastic strain is the instant strain reached when the load is applied (and depends on temperature through the evolution of the modulus). The plastic strain is time-dependent and its evolution depends on temperature as can be seen in Figure 2 showing p / r p as a function of rescaled time t/τ , where r p is the plastic strain at rupture and τ is the rupture time. At high temperature, the plastic strain evolves almost linearly with time. As temperature is lowered, the time evolution of the plastic strain becomes more and more non-linear.
Correlation between acoustic emission and evolution of the microstructure
When a heterogeneous material sample is loaded, there is a time delay before the material fails due to the occurrence and coalescence of microcracks which radiate acoustic signals of broad energies prior to rupture [1, 2, 3, 4] . In our experiments, the acoustic activity is recorded and is correlated to the mechanical behaviour up to the macroscopic fracture, through the use of parameters like the cumulative number of events or the cumulative energy released [77, 78] . In addition, the position of microcracks is recorded along the specimen length. Spatial localisation of AE is a technique which has been widely used in seismography, the study of rock fracture [1, 2, 3, 4, 95, 96, 97, 98] or composite materials damage [9, 10, 54, 99, 100, 101, 102] especially to map the nucleation and development of fractures. In our set-up, as we use only two sensors, the knowledge of the wave speed in the material and the difference in arrival times at each sensor of a given wave gives access to linear location [77] . Besides, a way to illustrate and ascertain the microfracturing process in polymeric foams and to understand the correlations between AE events and the microstructure is to combine the monitoring of AE with an Xray tomography technique during mechanical tests. X-ray tomography is a powerful technique allowing the characterisation of materials through a three dimensional and non destructive visualisation. It has been shown that it is a good way to study cellular materials at the scale of their cellular microstructure [103] . Moreover, this method can also give access to the local mechanisms of deformation [74, 85] , at a scale close to that of the cell scale and can show for instance the heterogeneity of the deformation of this cell [84] . Now, the added value in our study is the addition of the AE method to the in situ tensile tests, carried out on PU foams' samples of relative densities from 0.4 to 0.9 at room temperature. This combined technique has also been used for the study of damage in metals [104] . During tensile tests performed at constant velocity, deformation mechanisms are analysed and a correlation between AE signals and microscopic cracking events is investigated. The specimens of PU foams that we studied [77] are loaded with a special rig designed for this purpose [105] . A PMMA tube, carefully polished to ensure that it does not affect X-ray absorption, ensures transmission of the load between the upper mobile grip and the lower fixed one. Force, displacement and acoustic activity are recorded during the test. The different samples are imaged at the initial state and different levels of tensile strain (Figure 3) . The different shots cannot be performed under stress due to creep motion of the sample during the time needed for recording an image. Thus, we attempt to immobilise the microstructure after each step of deformation by decreasing largely the applied force before taking each shot. In addition, once the sample is unloaded, the material still moves due to a relaxation process and we have to wait long enough for the relaxation to be completed in order to avoid blurring of the image. Hence, the level of strain at which shots are taken corresponds essentially to the amount of plastic strain accumulated in the sample. Our observations are shown as 2D slices numerically extracted from the 3D images. Note that AE events are recorded during the test,under tensile stress, before the release of the load. Figure 4 presents the results of an in situ tensile test for a PU foam of relative density 0.9, the images being taken at the initial state, 2.5%, 8.8%, 15.4%, 18.8% and 25% local strain § (the black dots on Figure 3 represent where these images have been taken). At the same time, the mechanical stress versus strain is observed and we correlate this evolution to the number of AE events for each step.
We notice that there is no measured AE events at the beginning of the loading (no events before point 3). This may be due to the absence of damage. Indeed, we notice that deformation of the material appears without any breaking of walls between pores, which is the case for the initial state (point 1) and 2.5% local strain (point 2) in Figure  4 . As soon as AE events are recorded, we immobilise the state of the microstructure by unloading the sample back to point 3 and take an image at this point. AE activity only starts above a certain degree of strain, where walls between cavities begin to break. One can notice that the growth of a crack ends as soon as it encounters a pore: this can be seen in the 2D tomographic slice of 8.8% local strain (point 3) in Figure 4 . Thanks § Local strain is calculated relatively to the displacement of two points on different images. Global deformation refers to the nominal strain (L − L 0 )/L 0 , determined with the crosshead displacement of the machine. to the spatial localisation of the AE events, we are able to ascertain that AE events correspond to damage. Once more, when AE are recorded, the structure is immobilised and shot (point 4 at 15.4% of local strain): AE signals would represent here ligament breaking between adjacent pores perpendicular to the loading direction. This picture is consistent with Dawson et al. [106] who showed that the structure of rigid closedcell polyurethane foams can be seen as a network of struts within which the roughly dodecahedral closed cells are formed by thin membranes of material stretched between the appropriate struts to form the cell walls. Crack propagation in such a structure can be understood as the failure of the cell struts at the tip of the crack, the membranes attached to the struts offering little resistance to crack growth but simply tearing and "notching" the next strut to which they are attached at the end of the tear [91] .
At 18.8% of local strain (point 5), some other ligament breaking occurs and cracks start to propagate. Crack propagation becomes more important towards the end of the test (25% of local strain point 6). The separated events lead to a bigger one: the microcracks coalesce and culminate in the catastrophic rise of a global crack implying the material's total fracture. This is also coherent with what Ridha et. al [79] found important to be considered in formulating an idealised cell model for rigid PU foams: the fact that fracture in polyurethane foam occurs perpendicular to the loading direction, via crack propagation through both struts and cell wall membranes Finally, the correlation we presented between acoustic activity, X-ray images and mechanical behaviour, suggests that the concentration of microcracks can help assessing the degree of damage suffered by the material (also shown in [9] ) and thus give a good indicator that the sample is approaching failure. Likewise, in their study of fracture in porous media, Shahidzadeh-Bonn et al. [107] showed that the average fracture probability is given by the probability of crack nucleation. Alternatively, in their model of continuum damage mechanics, Turcotte et al. [7] introduced a damage variable, the increasing value of which quantifies the weakening of the material associated with the increase in the number and size of microcracks in the material. In our study, we are also able to relate the rate of increase in damage to the rate of AE events, announcing the forthcoming fracture of the polymeric foam. In the same way, in his study of fatigue crack growth in rigid PU foams [108] , Noble assumed that AE events present at or close to peak load can be associated with strut failure and that the rate of crack advance depends on the number of strut failures in each cycle.
Among others [4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15, 109] , this microfracturing process has also been observed by Guarino et al. [8, 9, 10, 11] on different materials. Figure 5 [8, 9] represents the localisation of the microfractures in a sample of chipboard wood plate as load is increased. At the beginning, microfractures are roughly uniformly distributed. Afterwards, they begin to concentrate and to nucleate, eventually producing a major fault: final failure taking place in these nucleation sites. A correlation of the AE events with the exact localisation of the cracks happening in the material was then presented. Nevertheless, we understand the interest and strength of the AE/tomography Figure 5 . 2D localisation of microfractures for a wood sample as load (pressure) is increased. The microfractures occurring at five equal pressure intervals are represented in plots (a) to (e) (P/P 0 is the normalised pressure, P 0 being the fracture pressure). Pressure grows from (a) to (e). In (f) all the microfractures occurring during the run are plotted. [8, 9] association as it is important to understand to which specific physical events occurring in the material the different AE events correspond and to visualise the exact different steps in the microfracturing process.
Influence of loading mode
Henceforth, we will concentrate our attention on the statistical analysis of the introduced fracture precursors by studying the probability distributions of the AE energy released during the damage process and time intervals between two consecutive events. These distributions have been computed including all the localised AE data for each condition (all the tests performed at one specific temperature, for one relative density of foam) and using logarithmically-spaced bins in order to increase the range of energy accessible in the statistical analysis. The exponents α and β have been estimated using a linear fit of the distributions in log-log scale and the error on the slope is given for a 90% confidence interval that is based on the dispersion of the data around the fit. Besides, to proceed with the study of the dynamics of damage during loading, we inspect the time evolution of the rate at which AE events occur. In this section, we first want to probe the influence of test conditions on these distributions. Namely, we compare two loading modes: tensile and creep tests.
A case study
We present here two specific tests experienced at −30
• C on PU foams of relative density ρ * /ρ s = 0.54 ± 0.4. The mechanical behaviour of a tensile and creep test is presented in Figure 6 with the corresponding location of AE signals along the specimen. Figure 6a illustrates the early start of acoustic activity for tensile tests at low temperatures where the material is more brittle. This indicates the early appearance of microcracks in the material. Initially, the microcracks appear to be randomly distributed across the specimen; as their number increase towards the end of the test, they tend to localise and coalesce in the region where the final rupture occurs. Note that the tensile behaviour at room temperature of porous epoxy resins, whose pore distribution is narrower and disorder more important, is quite similar [78] . Epoxy resins show an identical quasi-brittle behaviour without plastic plateau in the stress-strain curve. The early occurrence of damage events is also observed, the number of AE events rises rather gradually as the stress increases and the AE signals are shown to emanate from sources spread all over the specimen.
For a creep test at −30
• C (Figure 6b) , with σ/σ r ≈= 0.95 where σ r is the corresponding rupture stress in a tensile test, we note few events occurring at the beginning of the test, when the material is loaded and almost none during the primary regime and the transition zone where strain rate is stabilised. Acoustic activity increases afterwards with strain rate, during the tertiary regime. The microcracks concentrate and coalesce at the end of the test in the final failure zone.
The inspection of the energy and time distributions for tensile tests on PU foam at −30 , with a comparable value of the α−exponent (Figure 7 , α ≈ 1.5). On the other hand, the time intervals are not distributed according to a scaling law but, still, the distributions are almost identical 
Conditions for power law distributions
It seems from this example and from the investigation of tensile tests on PU foams at different temperatures in [77] that the energy is always power law distributed. This has also been shown in the literature and for instance Kuksenko et al. showed in their study of scaling characteristics of rock fracture [6] that the fracturing system evolves without a characteristic energy scale, independently of the driving mode: constant α−value= 1. This exponent value differs from the ones we obtain here. However, note also that intermediate values can be observed such as for the statistics of acoustic series detected in tensile failure experiments on ordinary paper sheets [15] where the energy-release exponent is 1.25 ± 0.10).
On the other hand, we have shown that the brittle or ductile nature of the material affects the distribution of waiting times. Indeed, the existence of a power law for time intervals between events seems to require a quasi constant stress during the rupture process. A power law was observed when AE events occur at constant stress (creep tests) but not when the mechanical behaviour is mainly an elastic response (tensile tests at low temperatures for PU foams and at room temperature for epoxy resins) [77] . Similarly, Kuksenko et al. [6] showed that the statistics of waiting times between AE bursts is more sensitive to the driving mode than the energy-release distribution. The values they found for the β−exponent (time distributions) differ with the driving modes: when the loading was performed at a constant rate of deformation, they found β I = 0.9 and when the axial compression was controlled by the intensity of the fracture process itself, they found β II = 1.7. Note that the series of AE signals from volcanic rocks (field observation [5] ) gave an intermediate value of β = 1.2, which is not too far from the value we found here.
Statistical properties at different stages of the rupture process
We have seen that time appears as an important control parameter of the failure process. Now, the statistical properties that we studied correspond to all the events recorded during a test and we may wonder if the distributions are similar when approaching final failure or at the onset of deformation. Indeed, it might be important to consider the fact the rupture dynamics is not a stationary process during the whole experiment. Carpinteri et al. [110] for instance showed that the α−value changes systematically during the different stages of the failure process. Their experiments on different types of specimens showed that the α−value is approximately equal to 1.5 at the condition of criticality, when the external load equals the peak load and in the later stages of damage evolution, when the final failure is imminent, the α−value tends towards unity. Kuksenko et al. [6] also highlighted sensitivity of scaling properties of the fracture process to the current state of the continuously loaded sample but they found an α−value in the final period of controlled loading significantly higher than that at the initial stage (4.50 ± 0.06 against 1.35 ± 0.05). In the examples we presented of tensile and creep tests at −30
• C and when power law distributions occur, we have checked that energy and time are power law distributed over different time windows, with a slightly increasing value of exponents for the period close to failure. Nevertheless, the variation of the exponent values may be due to the lack of events recorded at the beginning of the test while 90% of the AE events are recorded in the last third of time. In the case where time windows include the same number of events, we observed that the exponents values do not change substantially. Consequently, we will carry on with distributions of all the events.
Conclusion
To sum up the discussion on the loading mode influence: in the case of tensile tests, specific conditions are needed for the microcracks occurrence to exhibit scaling properties. On the other hand, both the temporal correlations of microcracks and the distribution of the energy are power law when the material is submitted to a constant load (in our example, at −30
. Note that our experiments have been performed only at few different load levels and that it could be interesting to probe the influence of applied stress level. Nevertheless, for all the few levels tested and even when σ/σ r was close to 1, energy and time was power law distributed in creep tests. Moreover, it has been shown that the probability density function of energies [11, 23] and time intervals [11] obey a power law distribution independently of the applied load.
That is why, later on, we will focus on creep tests. Besides, when we try to understand the time evolution of the rupture precursors, it seems more relevant to study creep tests, where an imposed constant load is applied, since the material can deform freely. Inversely, in the case of tensile tests, there is a competition between the relaxation times spectrum of the polymer and the characteristic time imposed by the applied constant strain rate that could prevent us from understanding the proper dynamics. Experiments on granite [6] evidenced that the constant strain-rate loading reduces the times between subsequent fracture events and suppresses the relaxation process. Also, Guarino et al . [9] proved that if strain is imposed, the cumulative AE energy does not diverge at the critical point. On the other hand, if stress, instead of strain, is imposed, Guarino et al [9] observed a divergence of the cumulative energy and suggested an analogy between fracture and critical phenomenon. Moreover, many fracture experiments have been performed at imposed stress [12, 20] .
Influence of heterogeneity
Does the microstructure affect the scaling properties of the fracturing system? To answer this question, we probe the influence of the relative density of PU foams, hence the heterogeneity, on the energy and time distributions. For the relative densities of PU foams tested, from 0.3 to 0.84, the energy and time intervals are always power law distributed. This shows experimental evidence for scale-invariance, but do the distributions have exponents of universal values? Figure 9 illustrates the stable value of the power law exponent of the AE energy distributions, independently of the material porosity. Indeed, considering the error bars on the exponents obtained at different relative densities of foams, we may state that the different values of scaling exponents remain quasi constant with a mean value of < α >= 1.58 ± 0.08. For the values of exponent β related to time distributions, Figure 9 shows a slight increase with relative density. However, the mean value of the exponent < β >= 1.18 ± 0.09 stays mostly in the error bars. Thus, the value of the scaling exponents seems little influenced by the heterogeneity of the material or disorder.
Information about the rupture dynamics can also be given by the cumulative energy plotted as a function of reduced time (τ − t)/τ , τ being the breaking time (Figure 10 ).. Indeed, the cumulative energy is a global measure which enables an estimation of the amount of damage during loading. Figure 10 exhibits the cumulative energy E cum , normalised to E max -being the total energy at time τ -, as a function of the reduced time for several relative densities of PU foams at room temperature for creep tests.
The shape of the cumulative energy is rather reproducible for all the relative densities of PU foams inspected, highlighting the fact that the microstructure of materials is not a parameter of influence in the fracture dynamics. 
Influence of mechanical behaviour
To carry on with the study of the rupture dynamics of polymeric foams, we probe the influence of mechanical properties on the value of the power law exponents and on the time evolution of damage during loading. To do so, the PU foams are tested at several temperatures (from −65 Although it is difficult to make a definitive conclusion, it seems that the exponent values follow a quadratic function with temperature or at least the values of the scaling law exponent seem to increase first with temperature up to a temperature of about −10
• C (β−value going from 1.07 to 1.4) before decreasing again (up to β = 1.17). This temperature is very close to the noticed brittle/ ductile transition in the mechanical behaviour.
Hence, the exponents α and β seem to be mainly related to the mechanical behaviour (related to the intrinsic property of the material whether it is brittle or ductile) rather than to the microstructure of materials.
Nevertheless, the repeatedly constant occurrence of the power law statistics for energy and time distributions when the material is submitted to a constant load (independently of the microstructure and mechanical behaviour of the material), evidences the presence of correlations without characteristic scales and suggests a critical [8, 9] , increasing up to 1.5 ± 0.05 with increasing load [11] ; for creep experiments on cellular glass [12] : α = 1.5 ± 0.1 and for plaster samples subjected to external uniaxial elastic stress [13] : α = 1.3 ± 0.1. Likewise, an exponent range from 1.4 to 1.7 was obtained whatever the shape of the sample and the applied load, in the case of fatigue tests on a 304L austenitic stainless [23] . The exponent is a little higher for fiberglass 2.0 ± 0.1 [8] in the case of constant loading rate.
The range of β−value found in the literature is wider, going from 0.6 in the case of plaster samples [13] to 2.7 ± 0.1 for fiberglass [8] . Yet, the β−values we present are not too far from the ones found for volcanic rocks (β = 1.2) [5] or cellular glasses (β = 1.27 ± 0.01) [12] .
Therefore, the values of scaling exponents differ from one material to another, and depend slightly on the mechanical properties of the material, although the range of values is somewhat restricted. But the very fact that the AE events follow power law distributions with several scaling exponents still need to be linked to a physical mechanism. For instance, the role of the exponent in diverse representations of the fracture statistics was analysed by Olami and co-workers [64, 29] . Nevertheless, a real physical meaning to these exponents still need to be given. Now, to have more information about the rupture dynamics according to the mechanical behaviour, we inspect the time evolution of the normalised cumulative number of events at different temperatures in log-log scale. We notice that a single behaviour seems to prevail for creep tests (Figure 12 ). Indeed, once rescaled by the rupture time, the rupture dynamics of the material submitted to a constant stress does not seem to depend on the mechanical properties of the material anymore. This means that all the dependence of rupture rate on applied stress is taken into account by the value of the rupture time. Therefore, the time evolution of the rate at which events occur seems to present universal features. This outstanding result would suggest that it is possible to relate lifetime with dynamical properties of rupture precursors. Nevertheless, we have to bear in mind that it remains unclear if such a connection can be extended or not to the case of more complex loading conditions, as usually obtained in practical situations. 
Concluding remarks
In the case of fracture, the rupture dynamics of heterogeneous materials usually involves many rupture events at a microscale (microcracks) that are precursors of the macroscopic failure. These precursors generate acoustic emissions that are characterised by power law distributions. Such microfracturing process has recently received a lot of attention in the physics community, with several experiments on different materials and statistical models developed. Solid polymeric foams seem particularly appropriate for such studies as their pores (heterogeneities) form termination points for the microcracks, so that global rupture is not controlled by a single event, and as the possible sources of AE are essentially associated to the nucleation and propagation of cracks. Simultaneous AE and X-ray tomography experiments during continuous tensile tests on polyurethane foams allowed us to ascertain the correspondence between AE and physical events: the catastrophic fracture in polymeric foams is indeed the result of a sequential process of the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of numerous microcracks. To understand the underlying physical mechanism in such a complex process, one must understand the dynamics by which it proceeds and a prior knowledge of the mechanical behaviour up to rupture is of importance. A large number of parameters influence the mechanical response of polymeric foams, it is thus difficult to draw general rules. The density of the foam, loading mode, strain rate and temperature are dominating parameters presented in the literature. As a matter of fact, the density and degree of heterogeneity (pore size distribution) of polymeric foams can easily be adjusted and their mechanical properties can simply change with temperature. One typical result is the increase in stiffness and strength with increasing density, increasing loading rate and decreasing temperature. A transition in behaviour is noticed for PU foams from ductile to more brittle with decreasing temperatures as shown by the disappearance of the plastic plateau at the moment of rupture. An analogy can thus be done between tensile tests at temperatures above −20
• C for which the tensile stress-strain curves show a stress plateau and creep tests for which stress in constant.
In the main part of the review, we focused on the statistical analysis of the fracture precursors, AE energy and time intervals between two consecutive events. We first highlight a constant occurrence of power law statistics for energy distributions, independently of the loading mode, the material density or the mechanical behaviour. Hence, the system has no characteristic length and is in this sense critical. Therefore, we ascertained experimental evidences that scale invariance in energy is a robust property of microfracturing processes. Nevertheless, this invariance and the meaning of the exponents value, which are constant with density and slightly increase when material is more ductile, is still in need of a full theoretical explanation.
Besides, time appears as an important control parameter of the failure process. With the study of tensile versus creep tests, we showed that the time intervals distributions need conditions where the stress is quasi constant during damaging in order to present a power law. Alternatively, our tensile and creep experiments give some indications that could help to understand the time evolution of the rupture precursors. In the case of creep tests where an imposed constant force is applied, the material can deform freely. In the case of tensile tests however, there is a competition between the relaxation times spectrum of the polymer and the characteristic time imposed by the applied constant strain rate. Focusing on creep tests, we have shown that time distributions seem to be independent of the porosity of the material while they are influenced by mechanical behaviour of the material: the value of the power law exponents is constant or slightly varying for the different relative densities of PU foams and clearly varying with temperature. Otherwise, a remarkable result is that a collapse in the time evolution curves of the cumulative number of events seems to appear for the different porosities and intrinsic properties of the material, suggesting universal characteristics. Nevertheless, several problems remains open for a full understanding of fracture dynamics in polymeric foams and key questions remain unanswered concerning the meaning of the scaling exponents.
